Preface
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has a long history of involvement in
reporting results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), beginning with a
monograph published by NCTM on the results of the very first mathematics NAEP in 1973 (Carpenter
et al. 1978). Most of the early NAEP reports were developed by teams representing a variety of
universities, until the 1990s when individuals at the University of Michigan took the lead on NAEP
reports (Kenney and Silver 1997; Silver and Kenney 2000). Starting with the 2000 assessment,
individuals at Indiana University took over major roles in reporting the assessment (Kloosterman and
Lester 2004, 2007). Throughout much of the twentieth century, NCTM monographs and other print
reports were the primary source of NAEP results; these publications also included commentary on
what the results meant for teachers, school officials, curriculum developers, and the public. With the
introduction of the Internet near the end of the century, overall NAEP results became available online
(see http://www.nationsreportcard.gov), but it was beyond the purview of NAEP developers to provide
interpretations of these results. For this reason, NCTM, along with affiliated individuals and groups,
have recently focused more and more on an explanation of the results.
Along with publishing interpretations of the NAEP results, in 2006 the Indiana University group
worked with NCTM to publish a volume that examined how analyzing student work on NAEP
constructed-response items can help teachers understand student thinking (Brown and Clark 2006).
This present volume, Mathematical Thinking, goes even further by providing classroom activities
for elementary and middle school students based on NAEP items. As explained in the introduction,
some of the activities here start with NAEP items and provide extensions of those items that help
students internalize the understanding needed to solve them. Other activities build the understanding
necessary to solve some of the most challenging items in NAEP. All of the activities provide guidance
for encouraging students to think deeply about mathematics concepts while at the same time mastering
the mathematics content in the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center
for Best Practices and Council of Chief State School Officers [NGA Center and CCSSO] 2010). The
activities were written by a variety of authors but all follow the same format and style, making it easy
to understand the overall focus and flow of the activities once one or two of them have been reviewed.
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